Abstract: This paper reviews the 'long twentieth-century' development of 'modern' manufacturing in Sub-Saharan Africa from colonization to the present. We argue that classifying Africa generically as a 'late industrializer' is inaccurate. To understand the distinctively African pattern of manufacturing growth, we focus our discussion on the dynamic interplay between the region's specific endowment structures, global economic relationships and government policies. We conclude that the case of Sub-Saharan Africa is best characterized as interrupted industrial growth instead of sustained convergence on world industrial leaders. This is partly because, until very recently, the factor endowments made it very costly for states to pursue industrialization; and partly because successive rulers, colonial and post-colonial, have rarely had both the capacity to adopt and the dedication to sustain policies that modified the region's existing comparative advantage in primary production, by using their fiscal and regulatory powers effectively to promote industrialization.
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1.(Introduction(
Currently,! SubJSaharan! Africa! has! the! lowest! manufacturing! output! per! capita! of! any!! inhabited!region!on!the!planet.!Most!African!economies,!in!contrast!to!the!Asian!NICs,!have! so! far! failed! to! supplement! agricultural! and! extractive! output! by! raising! average! productivity! through! the! creation! of! a! substantial! number! of! jobs! in! higher! valueJadded! manufacturing!industries.!From!the!perspective!of!mainstream!growth!theory!this!appears! to!be!an!important!proximate!cause!of!comparative!African!poverty.!This!view!has!received! new! impetus! from! some! recent! studies! documenting! unconditional! convergence! between! leaders! and! followers! in! manufacturing! output! growth! since! the! 1870s! (Bénétrix! et! al.,! 2014)! and! manufacturing! labour! productivity! since! the! 1960s! (Rodrik,! 2012) .! The! key! message! of! these! studies! is! that! failure! to! catch! up! in! aggregate! economic! terms! is! not! because! manufacturing! industries! in! the! 'periphery'! are! underperforming,! but! rather! because! the! proportion! of! industrial! workers! in! the! total! labour! force! has! remained! too! small!to!offer!a!substantial!push!to!aggregate!growth.! If! industrialization! of! the! global! economic! periphery! is! crucial! to! a! sustained! decline! of! global! economic! inequality! in! the! twentyJfirst! century,! the! case! of! SubJSaharan! Africa! deserves! special! attention.! Assessments! of! African! economic! development! have! become! more! optimistic! recently! due! to! encouraging! rates! of! aggregate! economic! growth! since! c.1995! (IMF,! 2012; ! Young,! 2012; ! UNECA,! 2013) .! While! initial! studies! of! the! boom! were! largely! silent! on! manufacturing! growth,! the! matter! has! now! begun! to! receive! more! attention! (de! Vries! et! al.,! 2013; ! McMillan! and! Harttgren,! 2014; ! Rodrik,! 2014; ! Diao! and! McMillan,!2015 ,!Jerven!2015 .! There! are! few! signs! yet! that! African! countries! are! copying! the! Asian! successJformula! of! moving!up!the!value!chain!by!promoting!export!of!labourJintensive!manufacturing!produce! (Sugihara,! 2007; ! Austin! and! Sugihara,! 2013) .! Nor! do! the! growth! rates! of! manufacturing! output! in! the! past! decades! offer! encouragement.! As! Bénétrix,! O'Rourke! and! Williamson! (2014)! show,! the! more! successful! Asian! and! Latin! American! economies! in! the! industrial! convergence! club! have! recorded! annual! average! rates! of! manufacturing! output! growth! surpassing!5!per!cent!for!at!least!half!a!century!and!sometimes!even!over!a!full!century!(e.g.! Japan,! China,! Chile,! see! Table! A.6,! pp.! 35J9).! The! only! SubJSaharan! African! country! that! achieved! a! more! extended! period! of! accelerated! manufacturing! output! growth! is! South! Africa!(1924J78)!during!the!heyday!of!its!segregation!and!apartheid!regimes.!When!other! African!countries!caught!the!manufacturing!train,!it!was!for!considerably!shorter!journeys.! Moreover,! among! all! the! countries! in! the! sample! that! recorded! a! 10Jyear! annual! average! growth! rate! of! manufacturing! output! exceeding! 5! per! cent! since! 1980,! not! one! has! managed! to! sustain! this! acceleration! to! the! present.! Indeed,! in! SubJSaharan! Africa! as! a! 3" " whole,!the!share!of!manufacturing!in!aggregate!output!actually!declined!between !1980 ! !(UNECA,!2013 . 1 ! This!paper!reviews!the!historical!development!of!'modern'!manufacturing!in!SubJSaharan! Africa,!including!the!transition!from!'preJmodern'!to!'modern'!forms!of!manufacturing.!We! define!'modern'!as!production!based!on!inanimate!sources!of!energy,!which!began!during! colonial! rule.! Its! promotion! has! been! an! object! of! government! policy! mainly! since! independence!from!overseas!rule.!It!was!adopted!by!South!Africa!and!Southern!Rhodesia! (now! Zimbabwe)! under! white! minority! regimes! in! 1924! and! 1933! respectively,! and! in! many!of!the!other!countries!when!they!escaped!from!European!rule!around!1960.!Modern! manufacturing!began!later!in!subJSaharan!Africa!than!in!some!parts!of!Asia,!Latin!America,! North! Africa! and! the! Middle! East,! and! its! diffusion! was! certainly! slower! during! the! long! twentieth! century.! Yet,! for! a! deeper! understanding! of! African! manufacturing! growth! it! is! not! sufficient! to! state! that! Africa! is! simply! 'later'! than! the! rest;! the! crucial! question! is! whether! there! are! signs! that! the! nature! of! African! industrial! growth! was! or! is! different! from! experiences! elsewhere.! Only! by! exploring! the! deeper! characteristics! of! the! process,! apart!from!rates!of!growth,!may!we!hope!to!offer!some!cautious!predictions!for!its!future! trajectory.! Bénétrix,! O'Rourke! and! Williamson! (2012)! have! argued! that! SubJSaharan! Africa! was! no! exception! to! their! rule! that,! once! 'peripheral'! countries! began! to! industrialize,! their! convergence! on! the! industrial! leaders! was! 'unconditional'! (see! also ! Rodrik,! 2012) .! However,! arguably! their! historical! sample! is! biased! in! that! for! SubJSaharan! Africa! it! includes! only! the! few! countries! in! the! subJcontinent! that! achieved! some! notable! scale! of! manufacturing!before!the!1950s!(South!Africa,!Southern!Rhodesia!and!the!Belgian!Congo).! We!maintain,!rather,!that!the!story!to!date!is!more!accurately!summarized!as!!interruptedindustrial-growth!rather!than!catchJup!growth;!certainly!for!the!Congo!and!Zimbabwe,!but! even,! arguably,! for! South! Africa.! Moreover,! taking! account! of! the! broader! African! experience,! we! argue! that! while! 'unconditional! convergence'! in! manufacturing! output! growth!remains!a!dream,!the!conditions!for!achieving!it!are!better!at!present!than!in!they! had!been!the!late!nineteenth!century,!or!even!than!the!time!when!most!African!countries! achieved!independence!from!colonial!rule!(c.!1960).! We! explore! the! determinants! of! manufacturing! growth! in! SubJSaharan! Africa! by! focusing! on! the! interaction! between! changing! factor! endowments,! global! economic! relationships! and! government! policies.! Our! argument! is! as! follows.! The! subJcontinent! entered! the! """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""
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colonial! period! with! an! emerging! comparative! advantage! in! landJextensive! production,! agricultural! and! mineral,! which! colonial! governments! and! (in! the! 'peasant'! colonies! at! least)!African!farmers!and!entrepreneurs!proceeded!to!deepen.!Colonial!and!postJcolonial! government!policies!contributed!to!the!growth!of!population!and!human!capital,!which!by! the! end! of! the! twentieth! century! had! greatly! eroded! the! region's! longJrunning! characteristic!of!land!abundance!and!labour!scarcity.!This!historical!transformation!in!the! region's! endowment! structure! facilitated! the! expansion! (or! in! some! areas,! creation)! of! wage!labour!markets! (Sender!and!Smith,!1986) .!Colonial!governments!and!enterprises!also! enhanced! capital! formation! and! the! development! of! consumer! markets,! including! new! financial!institutions.!Africa's!known!'resource!wealth'!has!been!progressively!augmented! by! a! combination! of! the! search! for! commercially! valuable! minerals! and,! more! so,! by! technological! innovations! outside! the! continent! which! have! created! new! markets! for! materials! and! fluids! found! in! Africa,! even! as! mining! and! pumping! have! reduced! these! reserves.!In!the!setting!of!these!changing!endowment!structures,!the!crucial!issue!for!any! prospective!lateJindustrializing!country!is!whether!the!ruling!elite!has!had!the!capacity!to! adopt!and!the!dedication!to!sustain!policies!that,!in!effect,!defied!-!and,!implicitly,!sought!to! modify!-!the!country's!existing!comparative!advantage!in!primary!production,!by!using!its! fiscal! and! regulatory! powers! to! promote! industrialization! (Gerschenkron,! 1962; ! Wade,! 1990; !Amsden,!1992) .! We!argue!further!that!the!changing!dynamics!of!politics!and!!international!competition!for! resources! and! markets! have! played! an! important! role! in! shaping! the! conditions! for! such! commitments! and! policy! agendas.! The! fact! that! white! minority! regimes! ! were! the! first! actively! to! encourage! manufacturing! development! was! because! they! had! become! independent! (South! Africa)! or! autonomous! (Southern! Rhodesia)! first.! The! South! African! government!started!its!program!in!1924,!followed!within!a!decade!by!Southern!Rhodesia.! The! start! of! commercial! copper! mining! in! the! 1920s! in! Katanga,! in! the! southeast! of! the! Belgian! Congo,! also! spurred! investments! in! complementary! manufacturing! industries.! Following! the! independence! of! most! of! Africa! around! 1960,! a! larger! number! of! tropical! African! countries! adopted! industrialization! as! a! policy! objective,! despite! relatively! high! costs! for! unskilled! and! especially! for! skilled! labour.! ImportJsubstituting! industrialization! (ISI)!polices!were!adopted!by!regimes!with!'socialist'!as!well!as!'capitalist'!sympathies.!But! ISI! policies! were! renounced! when! the! same! countries! participated! in! economic! liberalization! programs! ('Structural! Adjustment')! in! the! 1980s! and! 1990s.! Escalating! government! debts! and! conditional! foreign! aid! reduced! the! opportunities! to! African! governments!to!design!independent!economic!policies.!! Meanwhile,!however,!factor!ratios!within!the!subJcontinent!continued!to!move!towards!a! relatively! abundant! and! better! educated! labour! force.! This! creates! opportunities! for! labourJintensive! industrialization! (Austin! and! Sugihara,! 2013) ,! of! which! Mauritius! has! The! question! arises! why! there! was! no! direct! transition! from! the! handloom! to! the! power! loom,!under!the!same!entrepreneurs!in!the!same!workshops.!Why!-!especially!in!contrast! to!Japan,!the!first!nonJwestern!industrializer!-!did!the!traditions!of!handicraft!production! apparently! make! little! or! no! contribution! to! the! origins! of! modern! manufacturing,! in! the! twentieth!century,!even!in!Nigeria?! At!one!level,!it!may!have!been!because!machines!using!inanimate!energy!were!introduced! by!foreign!firms!who!had!already!moved!beyond!humanJpowered!tools.!In!other!words,!for! African! entrepreneurs! the! technology! gap! was! simply! too! large! to! bridge.! But! this! is! an! insufficient! answer,! when! we! note! that! African! entrepreneurs! were! among! the! first! importers!and!users!of!motor!lorries!in!Ghana!and!Nigeria,!and!were!therefore!pioneers!of! the! adoption! of! mechanization! in! transport! (Heap,! 1990; ! DrummondJThompson,! 1993) .! Why!would!they!not!copy!or!import!powerJlooms!as!well?!! A! more! fundamental! answer! emerges! when! we! take! a! closer! look! at! the! endowment! structure!of!African!economies.!Cultivable!land!was!relatively!abundant!in!most!areas,!but! the! natural! environment! imposed! severe! constraints! on! its! productive! uses.! Just! as! """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""""""""""
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opportunities!to!substitute!capital!for!labour!in!agriculture!and!transport!were!constrained! by! trypanosomiasis,! which! prevented! the! use! of! large! animals! in! the! tropical! forests! and! extensive!if!shifting!bands!of!savannah,!the!rarity!of!coal!and!shortages!of!the!kind!of!tree! suitable!for!charcoal!limited!the!production!possibility!frontier!for!iron.!Despite!the!quality! of! local! iron,! and! the! existence! of! specialized! ironJsmelting! communities! engaged! in! iron! trade,!iron!was!scarce,!hence!expensive,!until!the!bottleneck!was!eased!by!imports.!! Meanwhile,!in!West!Africa!especially,!the!narrow!loom!was!preferred!to!the!broad!loom:!at! first! glance! a! perverse! choice,! because! it! reduced! the! quantity! of! output! per! hour.! ! The! explanation! owes! much! to! a! combination! of! taste! and! environmentallyJconditioned! constraints! on! the! supply! of! yarn! (Austin,! 2008; .! Though! cotton! was! very! widely! grown! in! the! savannahs! of! tropical! Africa,! further! expansion! of! output! entailed! a! severe! tradeJoff!with!food!growing,!as!food!crops!and!cotton!had!to!be!planted!in!the!same!short! season! (Tosh,!1980) .!!In!addition,!the!preference!for!the!narrow!loom!was!facilitated!by!the! extreme! seasonality! of! rainfall! in! much! of! tropical! Africa,! which! meant! that,! despite! the! general! scarcity! of! labour! during! the! agricultural! year,! in! the! heart! of! the! dry! season! the! opportunity!cost!of!labour!was!low! (Austin,!2008; !cf.!Curtin,!1973) .!! The! combination! of! inelastic! supplies! of! raw! cotton! and! highJquality! weaving! and! dyeing! explains! the! African! practice! of! unpicking! imported! cloth! to! reJweave! the! threads! with! which!it!was!made.!As!far!as!the!finishing!of!cloth!is!concerned,!it!is!notable!that!the!initial! exports!of!Manchester!cloth!to!Kano,!in!the!late!nineteenth!century,!were!of!unJdyed!cloth,! which!was!then!dyed!in!Kano!for!sale!in!local!and!regional!markets! (Johnson,!1976) .! A! demandJside! explanation! may! be! considered! as! well.! African! labour! scarcity! created! incentives! for! the! adoption! of! labourJsaving! production! techniques,! but! the! investments! required!for!capitalJembodied!technologies!(e.g.!power!looms)!also!correspond!with!higher! minimum! efficient! scales,! particularly! if! machines! are! suited! for! the! production! of! lower! quality!(bulk)!cloth.!Consumer!markets!in!West!Africa!were!not!only!considerably!smaller! than!in!Europe!in!terms!of!number!and!purchasing!power!of!consumers,!their!development! was! also! hampered! by! higher! transportation! costs.! The! transport! constraint! was! partly! eased! by! the! construction! of! railways! under! colonial! rule,! but! the! same! railways! also! cleared!the!way!for!expanded!European!textile!imports.!The!rail!networks,!soon!followed! by!motor!roads,!served!as!a!key!instrument!of!the!characteristic!colonial!division!of!labour,! under!which!Africa!exported!primary!products!in!return!for!imported!manufactures.!!! This! division! of! labour! has! often! been! attributed! to! colonial! policy! (Rodney,! 1972) .! However,! while! this! division! seemed! natural! as! well! as! welcome! to! European! politicians! representing! textile! interests,! it! was! not! necessarily! inevitable,! if! it! had! contradicted! comparative!advantage,!especially!in!the!'freeJtrading'!British!empire!of!the!early!colonial! years!(in!contrast!to!the!more!protectionist!policies!of!Portugal!and!France).!After!all,!the! ,! nominal! wages! of! black! workers! in! Natal!during!the!closing!decades!of!the!!nineteenth!century!were!lower!than!those!paid!in! the!capitals!of!at!least!some!of!the!colonies!that!had!been!established!further!north,!ranging! between! 5! to! 9! pence! per! day,! despite! higher! consumer! price! levels.! In! real! terms,! these! wages!were!thus!barely!sufficient!for!subsistence.!Wages!paid!in!Nairobi!were!even!lower! and! largely! comparable! with! the! rates! observed! in! British! India.! By! the! 1950s! the! gap! in! nominal!wages!between!British!West!Africa!and!India!had!largely!been!closed,!owing!much! to!the!increasing!political!clout!of!the!Indian!independence!movement.!! Austin!has!argued!that,!in!a!context!of!labour!and!capital!scarcity,!the!logical!next!step!in! expanding! African! economies! was! specialization! in! landJextensive! production! in! agriculture! and! mining.! Indeed,! African! entrepreneurs! in! coastal! West! Africa! had! already! revealed!a!comparative!advantage!in!these!areas! !2015) ,!and!it!was!further! spurred!by!a!favorable!shift!in!the!net!barter!terms!of!trade!of!African!export!commodities! that! followed! the! British! industrial! revolution! (Hopkins,! 1973; ! Law,! 1995; ! Williamson,! 2011; !Frankema!et!al.,!2015) .!!As!the!Atlantic!slave!market!shrank,!from!1807,!the!demand! for! industrial! inputs! such! as! palm! oil,! gum! and! oilseeds! such! as! groundnuts! rose.! African! producers! responded! to! rising! prices! by! increasing! supplies.! A! similar! transition! to! "legitimate!commerce"!began!in!Angola!and!other!areas!when!the!external!slave!trade!was! eventually! suppressed! there! as! well.! In! the! soJcalled! "peasant"! colonies,! African! entrepreneurs! were! relatively! free! to! mobilize! and! invest! sufficient! capital! and! they! themselves! deepened! the! comparative! advantage! in! agricultural! exports,! notably! by! the! adoption!of!the!exotic!crop!cocoa!in!Nigeria!and!Ghana,!and!by!pioneering!the!adoption!of! the!motor!lorry!there.! (Kilby,!1975,!p.!472) .! ! ! """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""" 3 !Note!that!this!figure!comes!from!a!different!series!from!that!used!in!Table!1.! Table( partly! similar! attitude! was! shown! by! the! Watson! Commission,! which! investigated! the! causes!of!riots!in!the!Gold!Coast!in!1948.!While!recommending!an!accelerated!timetable!for! political! independence,! they! observed:! 'At! every! turn! we! were! pressed! with! the! cry! of! industrialisation.! We! doubt! very! much! if! the! authors! of! this! cry! really! understood! more! than!their!vague!desire!for!something!that!promised!wealth!and!higher!standards!of!life.'! While! accepting! that! 'there! is! clearly! room! for! many! secondary! industries! which! would! enrich! the! country,'! they! were! 'unable! to! foresee,! in! any! circumstances,! the! Gold! Coast! emerging!as!a!unit!of!heavy!industries!in!the!world!markets'!(Great!Britain,!1948,!p.!54).! Still,! from! a! very! low! base,! the! 1950s! saw! a! spurt! in! the! growth! of! manufacturing! across! British! and! French! Africa.! In! part,! this! responded! to! the! growth! of! consumer! markets,! underpinned! by! expanded! earnings! from! export! agriculture,! and! in! some! cases! also! from! mining! wages,! facilitated! by! the! Korean! War! boom.! In! part,! too,! European! firms! were! responding!to!the!accelerated!process!of!decolonization.!British!trading!companies!sought! to! establish! themselves! in! manufacturing! before! they! were! excluded! from! retailing! by! nationalist! governments.! French! manufacturers,! though! still! not! expecting! early! independence,!decided!on!direct!investment!to!preJempt!competition!from!cheaper!foreign! producers.! ! In! both! Senegal! and! Nigeria,! the! 1950s! spurt! in! manufacturing! mainly! comprised! French! and! British! companies! seeking! to! protect! existing! markets! (Hopkins,! 1973; !Kilby,!1975; !Boone,!1992) .! The! consumer! industries! that! spread! most! widely! across! colonial! Africa! were! food! and! beverages,! cigarettes,! cotton! textiles,! footwear,! furniture,! soap,! and! perfume.! Export! processing! of! cash! crops! (including! cotton! ginning! and! oilJseed! crushing),! ore! smelting,! sawmilling,!and!cement!production!could!also!be!found.!Viewing!industrial!development!in! a! wider! sense,! there! was! also! considerable! investment! and! works! associated! with! the! construction! of! railways.! However,! outside! South! Africa,! and! to! a! lesser! extent! Southern! Rhodesia,! there! were! only! very! limited! developments! in! the! iron! and! steel,! engineering,! machinery,! transport! equipment! and! chemical! sectors.! Hence,! most! of! the! growth! in! manufacturing! was! based! on! the! processing! of! food,! cash! crops! and! raw! materials;! there! was! little! production! of! intermediate! products! and! virtually! none! of! capital! equipment! (Kilby,!1975) .! To! understand! the! temporal! and! geographic! disparities! in! the! spread! of! manufacturing! growth! it! is! useful! to! consider! the! differences! between! settler,! concession! and! peasant! colonies.!In!the!peasant!colonies,!land!remained!overwhelmingly!under!African!ownership! and!control,!allowing!space!for!African!entrepreneurship,!albeit!with!European!oligopolies! or! monopolies! in! some! sectors.! In! settler! and! concession! economies,! a! large! or! even! overwhelming! proportion! of! land! was! alienated,! respectively,! for! the! use! of! European! settlers! or,! mainly,! for! European! companies.! The! presence! of! relatively! large! European!
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populations! broadened! and! deepened! the! market! for! manufactured! consumer! goods.! In! Senegal,! for! instance,! it! stimulated! the! growth! of! small! factories! producing! carbonated! drinks,!biscuits!and!bricks!as!early!as!the!1920s!(Boone,!1992,!p.!48).!Substantial!European! populations! also! enhanced! supplies! of! relevant! manufacturing! skills! (Kilby,! 1975) !2013) .!Without!the!'discovery'!of!vast! copper!reserves!in!the!Katanga!province!and!the!acute!demand!for!it!during!the!First!World! War,!sending!world!market!copper!prices!through!the!roof,!the!area!would!have!been!one! of!the!least!attractive!places!to!invest!in!manufacturing.!Katanga!was!underpopulated,!had! no!wage!labour!markets!or!consumer!markets!of!any!significance,!and!the!area!was!tucked! away!in!the!vast!Congolese!interior,!a!thousand!miles!from!the!Atlantic!coast.!But!with!the! development!of!the!mines,!the!locational!disadvantage!turned!into!a!high!degree!of!natural! protection! for! manufacturing! industries! that! were! needed! to! cater! to! the! mines! and! the! mineJworkers.! That! said,! also! in! the! Congo! labour! and! land! policies! were! key! to! turn! copper! mining! into! a! commercially! feasible! proposition.!The! powerful! mining! companies,! especially! the! Union-Minière-du-Haute:Katanga-(UMHK),! financed! the! colonial! state! and! could! exert! great! influence! on! labourJrecruitment! practices,! as! it! did! with! labour! stabilization,! which! we! will! now! discuss.! We! will! return! to! the! Congo! case! below! to! illustrate!how!interrupted!industrial!growth!has!worked!in!practice.!! While!the!settler!regimes!were!effective!in!combating!the!problem!of!a!physical!scarcity!of! labour!that!in!itself!pointed!to!high!labour!costs,!cheap!migrant!labour!was!not!necessarily! efficient! for! manufacturing.! Hence! factories,! preceded! by! some! of! the! mining! companies,! sought! to! stabilize! their! African! workforces! by! offering! 'family'! wages! rather! than! 'bachelor'!wages.!Pioneered!by!the!South!African!Chamber!of!Mines,!the!implementation!of! 15" " this!policy!in!South!Africa!-!which,!to!be!profitable,!required!opening!semiJskilled!and!even! some!skilled!jobs!to!blacks!-!was!long!delayed!by!the!resistance!of!organized!white!labour.! Though! the! white! union's! violent! protests! (the! Rand! Revolt)! were! defeated! in! 1923,! the! white!Labour!Party!got!revenge!in!the!elections!of!the!following!year,!which!put!them!into! power! in! coalition! with! the! National! Party:! forming! the! government! that! adopted! ISI! as! policy.! After! that,! black! workers'! real! wages! in! manufacturing! did! creep! up! somewhat,! despite! the! rigorous! repression! of! miners'! wages! (Lipton,! 1986),! suggesting! that! some! stabilized!labour!emerged!even!in!South!Africa.!Meanwhile,!from!the!late!1920s,!in!Katanga! the! Belgian! mining! companies,! and! soon! Belgian! manufacturers,! implemented! labour! stabilization,!in!the!interests!of!labour!productivity.!This!example!was!followed!in!Southern! Rhodesia,!especially!in!the!1950s! ( -value-of-basic-manufactures-and-capital-goods-in-constant-1980-USD.-Right:handvertical-axis:-Percentage-of-capital-goods-in-total-imports) . 
